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CAN STUTTERING BE OUTGROWN?
WALTER B. SWIFT
Boston, Mass.
THE question as to whether stammering is commonly or atall frequently outgrown has never been much discussed.
It used to be considered that those who advised stammerers to
rely for their cure upon the mere passage of time were irrespon-
sible charlatans who were willing to ignore the large element of
danger to the patient contained in such advice and to concentrate
upon the small element of hope which it held forth. Just at pres-
ent, however, there is some evidence that the matter is being* or
is about to be9 more seriously and fully considered than it has
been hitherto. If so* it is greatly to be hoped that it will be con-
sidered scientifically by investigators who have the spirit of re-
search, and that new truth will be the result of their efforts.
For a long time, however, and long before any adequate study
of this matter had been made? there have not been wanting phy-
sicians who have said that they always encouraged stammerers
to-expect that they will outgrow their defect without any other
treatment than that of time. This, they will tell you? is the only
advice they give to stutterers. They simply tell them to wait.
Just what measure of truth may lie behind that advice has never
been established. They have given little or no reason for the
faith that is in them.
A brief consideration of a few simple facts will show, I
thinks that there is probably little to be hoped from the mere
passage of time as a cure of stammering. I think it can be. shown
that in most of these cases in which stammering is said to have
been "outgrown," the cure is really attributable to other causes.
In some cases the recovery or cure has been accompanied by
long periods of rest or vacation* It is a question whether
these instances have been appropriated from the laisses faire
method. Other patients have overcome stammering during
prolonged periods of absence from home, and these cases are
similarly appropriated When we come to consider cases in
which it is demonstrable that the patients have practisedf during
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CAN STUTTERING BE OUTGROWN? 369
the period of recovery, such well-known corrective exercises as
slow talking, thinking before speaking, etc., it is very evident
that the credit for any resulting cure can not fairly be set down
to what may be called the time treatment period. And with these
facts in mind it will be seen that grave doubt attaches to the
assertion that this method of treatment is to-day "the most im-
portant feature of the whole stammering field."1 This assertion
would be justified if we could show that this method always leads
to sure and definite results, if it were a clear path leading always
to a certain goal. As a matter of experience, however, too many
are lost in that path to allow us to recommend it as reliable. Too
many persons, having this uncertain hope held out to them, post-
pone real treatment until it has become too late for any treatment
to cure them as they might have been cured at an earlier time.
Too many persons have taken the advice of their physicians and
waited for years with the expectation of outgrowing the defect—
and waited in vain. Under such circumstances, those who have
had experience and have seen these cases have grown very reluc-
tant to recommend a sort of treatment which amounts to mere
proscratination.
From many cases of stammering under the care of the present
writer or that of his private assistants and students a large
number had been told by physicians that they would outgrow
their defect. Some of them had been told this as much as eigh-
teen years before they came to me. They had been told to wait.
Even the Christian Scientist practitioner, though he may make
no diagnosis or even psychological analysis, tries to give some
treatment more definite than this.
This experience with a large number of cases of stammer-
ing, so many told that they would outgrow their defects and
that after waiting from one to eighteen years they have despaired
of doing so and have decided to take expert advice and proper
training—is probably an average finding. And such a finding
leads one to ask certain questions: Should these people have
been so advised? Have they been misled? Should they not
have begun with modern treatment long since instead of relying
1
 Ernest Tompkins : The QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF SPEECH EDUCATION, May,
1919. p. 254.
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370 THE QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF SPEECH EDUCATION
upon time ? Would they not, in many cases, have been cured by
this time If they had begun with real treatment at the time when
they were told to wait? What proportion of the total number
of persons who have been told that they would outgrow stam-
mering has really done so? Why did not the others do so?
These are questions which can not be answered in the present
state of our knowledge, but is it not evident that until we can
answer at least some of them we should be very careful how we
advise our patients to take no other measures toward cure of
stammering except that of watchful waiting? And this suggests
certain other questions: How shall we characterize the advice
which was given to many persons ? Was it conscious misrepresen-
tation or shrewd guessing or ignorant commercialism ? Certainly
it could not have been based upon reliable scientific information.
The fact seems to be that physicians give this advice merely in
order to get out of a difficulty or to cover their ignorance. In
what proportion of cases their advice is justified by the results
we do not know, and we are not likely to know. Until we do,
we shall do well to regard their advice with suspicion.
It will be somewhat more profitable to consider just what is
implied in the assertion'that stammering Is outgrown, for here
the experience of the expert ought to give us some definite and
verifiable results* Judging from my own observation, I think It
may be laid down as a general truth that those who "outgrow"
stammering do so through the practice of one or more of the
methods which are employed, with much more rapid and satisfac-
tory results, In expert treatment. Those who are said to out-
grow their trouble are simply those who have stumbled upon
these methods or have heard of them and then put them into
practice. Those who have not outgrown their trouble have not
had that luck.
The fact seems to be that there Is nothing In the nature of
stammering which should lead us to expect that It would be
outgrown In the way that we outgrow childhood. We all do
outgrow childhood If we live long enough, but by no means all
stammerers outgrow stammering. Thus It is obviously Impos-
sible for the physicians to assert with any warrant of fact behind
them that stammerers will certainly recover if they are only
given time. Some habits, such as those of boys, are outgrown.
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CAN STUTTERING BE OUTGROWN? 371
Others, such as drunkenness, smoking, and the like, are often
nearly ineradicable. And in the habit of stuttering—if indeed
it is a habit—there is an inveteracy seldom found in others. It
seldom yields, as others do, to mere voluntary effort. Therefore,
it is most unwise to advise stammerers merely to wait. Believing
as I do, it would be criminal for me to give such advice, although
I am ready to admit that it may be excusable in those who see
the matter differently.
The chief danger that I see in the present tendency to rely
upon the passage of time for the cure of stammering lies in our
almost complete ignorance of the entire matter. No one knows
how often the disease is actually outgrown. Yet it is very easy
to advise one's patients merely to wait; and by that advice one
may effectually deter them from undertaking a course of special
expert treatment which may be the only possible method of
cure. It may be said with some certainty that in all cases, even
including those which do eventually overcome their defect with
time, this advice prolongs their suffering under the chagrin and
disabilities of the stammerer. We know next to nothing about
the possibility, in any given case, that stammering may be out-
grown. We do know that expert treatment brings relief in most
cases in a short time, and that it often effects permanent cure.
The physician who advises his patient to wait takes the chance of
prolonging his suffering for years and of converting a case which
might yield readily to prompt treatment into a chronic and in-
curable one. If I were a stutterer who had followed such advise
without satisfactory result, I should sue the man who gave it;
and it would be no small sum that I should demand to cover the
social and financial deprivation, the lasting handicap against me,
which his advice had imposed.
A concrete instance which has come under my own observa-
tion will perhaps make my position clearer. I have a patient, an
unmarried youth of 19, who began to stutter at the age of five.
His father was also a stammerer in early life, but he asserts that
he "outgrew" his difficulty without the aid of treatment. At the
age of 18 he could not tell his name without stammering, but at
that age his improvement began, and it continued until he was 25
or somewhat later. When he was questioned as to how he over-
came his difficulty he said, at first, that "it disappeared itself."
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372 THE QUARTERLY JOURNAL OP SPEECH EDUCATION
He had no training in matters of mental concentration, breath-
ing, or visual processes. Questioned more closely, however, he
admitted that he put himself voluntarily through a rather rigor-
ous training. When he stammered in school, his teacher told
him to take his time, pud thus he learned to stop whenever he
was in difficulty and to "think it over/' urged thereto by the fact
that his playmates used to plague him about his misfortune. He
said, however, that he always tried not to look at the bad side of
the matter, not to grow morbid over it, but to keep up hope. At
all times he did his level best, by strong voluntary effort, to con-
quer stammering. And as the result of all this, he says, he "out-
grew" the disease.
This is a typical case. Nine-tenths of those that have come
before me are like it. And let us see^  now, just what it amounts
to. It amounts to a rather intelligently planned course of self-
treatment, consisting of conscious checking of the speed of
speech, deliberation, the effort not to worry, and sustained volun-
tary effort. Certainly this is something quite different from
merely leaving the whole matter to the curative processes of
time, and yet the man himself asserts that he has "outgrown"
stammering, and it is certain that the advocates of the theory we
are here discussing might, claim him as an example of the truth
of their contentions. This sort of procedure is unfair to the
experts who have devised the very means by which this man
cured himself, and his own misinterpretation of the way in which
he was cured is a menace to those who might try to follow his
example without possessing his intelligence or his will-power. I
asked this very man why he had not tried the methods which had
succeeded with him upon his son, and he said that he had, but
that they had not worked. The reason why they had not worked
is clear« His son had not his father's determination, or his in-
telligence. The son needed the supervision of an expert.
It is to be noted especially that the cure just discussed took
seven years. It seems probable that an expert in speech defects
might have effected a cure as complete in a much shorter time.
Notice also that the father who had cured himself in seven years
had failed to cure his son, by the same methods, in fourteen. And
notice, finally, that each and all of the methods used by the father
in his own case are purloined today, consciously or otherwise,
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CAN STUTTERING BE OUTGROWN? 373
into the practice of speech experts, and that they were in all
probability only half-understood by him, so that he could not get
from them results so prompt or so clear as the expert would
have secured. It is interesting to inquire whether all cases in
which it is claimed that stammering has been "outgrown" are
similar to this—whether they are all the result of a hit-or-miss
application of well-known methods of treatment. It is my im-
pression, which I express with the hesitation proper to the present
fragmentary state of our knowledge, that this is the case.
All science should ignore, as far as possible, the mirage of
hope and should confine itself to the ascertained facts of its
material. I do nevertheless hope that a truly scientific study of
the question under consideration will reveal new and better
methods of relief for the stammerer. If it can be established
beyond a doubt that stammering is frequently outgrown, the very
hope contained in that assurance will be a relief in itself to all
sufferers with this affliction. Such a study may do more than
hold out a hope to those who, for any reason, do not wish to place
themselves under treatment ; it may teach us more than we now
know of Nature's own method, by the imitation of which we
should be able to arrive at methods of treatment more natural
and more sure than those already in use. The assurance that
time itself often works a cure will lighten the burden of respon-
sibility and alleviate the chagrin of failure for those who are at
present treating stammerers with only indifferent results, for
they will know that, although their methods fail, there is still
hope. Finally, if we can get it established that stammering is
frequently outgrown, we shall deprive the swindlers and quacks
of one main source of their income. This is the hope, but I can-
not say that I think it a sanguine one. I expect, on the contrary,
that the most careful study of the facts will reveal only this:
that in cases of alleged recovery from stammering without treat-
ment, the real cure has been due not to the mere passage of time
but to the employment of devices and exercises which have been
thought out by the stammerer or picked up from the expert prac-
titioner, clumsily and ignorantly applied, with results correspond-
ingly less rapid and less complete than would have followed if
those devices and exercises had been intelligently applied. And
this, in conclusion, may be said with all confidence,—that even if
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374 THE QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF SPEECH EDUCATION
it were established beyond doubt that stammering is often out-
grown in long periods of times, there would still be imperative
need for the treatment which cuts off the disease as early as pos-
sible, so as to lift the burden of social and financial disabilities^
from which all stammerers suffer, before their lives have been
crippled or wrecked by them. At least most of these outgrowth
methods are already in our regularly given treatment.
65-615-69
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